Regeneration of diseased tissue is one of the foremost concerns for millions of patients who suffer from tissue damage each year. Local delivery of cell-laden hydrogels offers an attractive approach for tissue repair. However, due to the typical macroscopic size of these cell constructs, the encapsulated cells often suffer from poor nutrient exchange. These issues can be mitigated by incorporating cells into microscopic hydrogels, or microgels, whose large surface-to-volume ratio promotes efficient mass transport and enhanced cell-matrix interactions. Using microfluidic technology, monodisperse cell-laden microgels with tunable sizes can be generated in a high-throughput manner, making them useful building blocks that can be assembled into tissue constructs with spatially controlled physicochemical properties. In this review, we examine microfluidics-generated cell-laden microgels for tissue regeneration applications. We provide a brief overview of the common biomaterials, gelation mechanisms, and microfluidic device designs that are used to generate these microgels, and summarize the most recent works on how they are applied to tissue regeneration. Finally, we discuss future applications of microfluidic cell-laden microgels as well as existing challenges that should be resolved to stimulate their clinical application.
Introduction
Millions of patients suffer from diseased or damaged tissue each year. Although tissue transplantation can be used to treat these patients, its application is limited by a severe shortage of donor tissue. Tissue engineering offers a solution by engineering tissues to replace the lost functions. 1 The extracellular matrix, a critical component of natural tissue that is composed of a variety of proteins as well as both soluble and insoluble macromolecules, regulates tissue dynamics by influencing cellular processes such as proliferation, differentiation, migration, and apoptosis through bi-directional molecular interactions with encapsulated cells. 2 Currently, a popular tissue engineering approach is to isolate and incorporate a patient's autologous cells into three-dimensional scaffolds that mimic the functions of the extracellular matrix. These cell-laden scaffolds, which provide an environment for new tissue generation, can be inserted into the diseased area of a patient's body to guide the structure and function of the new tissue. The material comprising the scaffold determines its physical, biological, and mass transport properties, which are crucial design variables to consider depending on the target tissue. Many synthetic polymers, including polyĲglycolic acid), polyĲlactic acid), and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid), have been used as scaffold materials, but they require surgical incisions for placement into the patient's body. 3 In contrast, hydrogels, which are three-dimensional polymer matrices formed by crosslinking hydrophilic homopolymers, copolymers, or macromers, can be delivered into the body in a minimally invasive manner. Moreover, hydrogels are not only biocompatible but also structurally and compositionally similar to the extracellular matrix. 4 Despite these favorable properties, encapsulation of cells within macroscopic hydrogels often leads to limited cell-cell contact and communication as well as poor nutrient exchange due to a low rate of diffusion and suboptimal distance between extracellular molecules. 5 This issue can be resolved by forming hydrogel microspheres, or microgels, whose large surface area-to-volume ratio promotes effective nutrient and water transfer as well as improves cell-matrix interactions, thereby maintaining longterm viability of the encapsulated cells. 6, 7 Cell-laden microgels have been used in tissue engineering applications as building blocks for complex tissue mimics, 8 co-culture systems for developing three-dimensional organ models, 9 and controlled microenvironments for directing stem cell differentiation. 10 In all of these applications, control over the size and size distribution of the microgels is important as they can influence the phenotypes of the encapsulated cells. 11, 12 Although many microfabrication techniques can entrap cells, they suffer from low throughput inherent in batch processing. A promising alternative is microfluidic techniques, which can be used to rapidly generate monodisperse microgels with tunable sizes simply by manipulating and controlling the flow of multiple immiscible liquids.
Here, we review microfluidics-generated cell-laden microgels for tissue regeneration applications. We first briefly cover the methods for gelation and materials used to produce microgels. We next describe typical microfluidic device designs used to generate microgels and strategies for incorporating cells into these microgels. This is followed by highlighting the advantages of microfluidics-generated microgels over conventional hydrogels. After summarizing the most recent works on cell-laden microgels for tissue regeneration ( Fig. 1) , we speculate on the potential applications of these microgels in other tissue engineering applications.
Principle of gelation
Aqueous hydrogel precursor solutions generally undergo either physical or chemical gelation to form solidified microgels. The gelation method is usually chosen based on a variety of factors, such as the type of polymer used for crosslinking, strategy for cell encapsulation, and specific tissue regeneration application. Comprehensive overviews of common gelation mechanisms can be found in recent reviews. 13, 14 Here, we provide a brief overview of the gelation principles for common physical and chemical gelation strategies, as well as outline their respective advantages and disadvantages when applied to the preparation of microfluidic microgels (Table 1) .
Physical gelation
Physical gelation can be initiated by an environmental trigger, such as changes in pH or temperature, upon which macromolecules crosslink via noncovalent, secondary interactions such as hydrophobic, electrostatic, and hydrogen bonding. 15, 16 Although the gelation process can be carried out under mild conditions, the physical hydrogel network typically has weak mechanical strength and shows poor stability in tissues. 17 Here, we briefly overview several common physical gelation methods, including electrostatic interaction (ionic crosslinking), thermally mediated gelation, and hydrogen bonding.
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Being one of the most frequently used physical methods, crosslinking based on electrostatic interactions can be carried out between either a polymer and a small molecule or two polymers of opposite charges. For the first case, a classic example would be the crosslinking of alginate with Ca 2+ ions, which attach to the carboxylic acid groups of alginate molecules. [18] [19] [20] An example of the latter case would be ionic complementary peptides with alternating positively and negatively charged units that can self-assemble into crosslinked networks. 15 The crosslinking process can be triggered by pH changes, which ionize the functional groups that induce gelation. For instance, acetic acid has been used to trigger the release of Ca 2+ from Ca-EDTA complexes mixed in alginate, leading to gelation upon contact of the ions with alginate molecules. 21 However, changes in pH should be gradual and kept within a certain limit so that cell viability is not significantly reduced. An advantage of this strategy is that ionic species in the extracellular fluid can bind competitively with components in the ionically crosslinked network, thereby gradually degrading the hydrogel. Another popular physical strategy is thermally mediated sol-gel transition. [22] [23] [24] [25] For instance, gelatin solutions are emulsified at 40°C, and the droplets are subsequently cooled down to 5°C to induce gelation. 26 The advantage of this method lies in its biocompatibility because it doesn't require any toxic reagents. However, the precursor solution must be maintained at a temperature that is higher than the gelation point when operating the emulsification step in a microfluidic device. Otherwise, temperatures below the gelling View Article Online point could lead to fluctuations in the viscosity of the polymer solution, making it difficult to produce monodisperse droplets.
The last physical gelation strategy is hydrogen bondmediated crosslinking, which requires a mixture of two or more natural polymers with compatible geometries that contain chemical groups capable of forming hydrogen bonds. [27] [28] [29] The viscoelastic properties of the resulting polymer mixture are more gel-like than those of the individual polymers, making the mixture suitable for injection. 30 The main advantage of this method is its excellent biocompatibility because no chemical crosslinking agent is required and the constituent polymers are usually found naturally in the ECM. However, hydrogels assembled using this strategy may degrade rapidly, as an influx of water will quickly dilute the hydrogen-bonded network. 15 
Chemical gelation
Compared to physical hydrogels, hydrogels produced by chemical gelation via covalent crosslinking show greater stability, longer durability, and better mechanical properties. 17 However, the use of chemical or enzymatic crosslinkers may cause cytotoxicity, and the low specificity of some chemical reactions may lead to undesired interactions with proteins and cells. Several frequently implemented chemical crosslinking strategies are presented here, including photopolymerization, Michael addition, and enzymatic reactions. During photopolymerization, UV light homolytically splits photoinitiator molecules into free radicals, which initiate the polymerization of a liquid monomer or macromer into a covalently crosslinked hydrogel that is mechanically strong and stable. 31 The gelation process not only can be carried out rapidly at room or physiological temperature, usually taking less than a second to a few minutes, but can also be controlled temporally and spatially. 32 Due to a high degree of control, photopolymerization can effect in situ gelation after solutions of photosensitive polymers conform to irregularly shaped tissue defects. The disadvantage of this crosslinking strategy is that the released radicals can react with and damage cellular components. Therefore, parameters such as the type of photoinitiator, photoinitiator concentration, UV light intensity, and total UV exposure time must be finely tuned to ensure high cell viability. Another chemical gelation method is the milder and most common type of Michael addition, thiol-Michael addition, in which a nucleophilic thiolate reacts with an electrophile, such as an unsaturated ester, to form a thioester linkage. 5 Thiol-Michael addition only requires a small amount of catalysts, occurs under mild reaction conditions without the use of heat or light, and does not produce any degradation products. 33 However, one particular issue to note is that insufficient mixing of reactants will result in heterogeneous gelation and lead to inconsistent cellular responses to the biochemical and mechanical cues of the hydrogel. 34 Therefore, gelation kinetics must be fine-tuned to achieve a balance between the mixing and gelation rates. Since gelation usually occurs on the order of minutes, droplets encapsulating the reactants can first be flowed through serpentine microfluidic channels, which induce passive mixing, before undergoing complete gelation. Finally, enzymatic reactions provide a more physiologically relevant chemical crosslinking strategy, as most enzymes used for hydrogel crosslinking are responsible for catalyzing reactions that occur naturally in the human body. [35] [36] [37] [38] For example, one of the most commonly employed enzymes is transglutaminase, which is responsible for forming fibrin clots during wound healing. It can catalyze the formation of covalent bonds between the free amine groups and the γ-carboxamide groups of protein, resulting in highly stable bonds that are resistant to proteolytic degradation. 39 In addition to occurring at neutral pH and moderate temperatures, enzymatic reactions also avoid any undesired side reactions or toxicity due to the high substrate specificity of the enzymes. Moreover, cell-responsive enzymes can be designed so that the degradation rate of the hydrogel can be coupled with cellular signals secreted during tissue regeneration.
Gel materials
One of the most important factors to consider when designing microgels is the constituent material. Since cells are suspended in an aqueous precursor solution prior to microgel formation inside the microfluidic device, the gel material must be biocompatible and promote cell survival. Ideally, it should also provide biochemical and mechanical cues to enhance tissue regeneration, and possess a degradation rate that is closely coupled with the rate of tissue growth. Currently, there is no single type of material that meets all of these demands, but by carefully considering their respective merits and drawbacks (Table 2) , we may judiciously apply these materials to specific tissue regeneration applications. Here, we briefly overview the properties of several gel materials, and readers may refer to these comprehensive reviews for their detailed chemical functionalization and principle of gelation.
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Natural polysaccharides
Natural polysaccharides are frequently used as materials for cell encapsulation because they are biocompatible and capable of gelling under mild physiological conditions. 18 However, since natural polysaccharides are isolated from living organisms, their physicochemical properties depend on the specific species from which they are derived and may also face immunogenicity issues. Here, we introduce several common polysaccharides used for gel formation, including alginate, hyaluronic acid, agarose, dextran, and chitosan, whose chemical structures are presented in Fig. 2A . Alginate, an inexpensive and cytocompatible polymer, is an unbranched polysaccharide comprising varying ratios and arrangements of β-D-mannuronic acid and α-L-guluronic acid residues. 42 The interaction of multivalent ions, such as Ca 2+ , Co 2+ , and Ba 2+ , with alginate leads to the formation of ionic bridges between the ions and the carboxylic acid groups of α-L-guluronic acid, and subsequently results in a threedimensional network. 43 The concentration of alginate can be modulated to produce microgels with varying stiffness. However, achieving stable microfluidic emulsification at moderately high alginate concentrations is relatively difficult due to a significant increase in viscosity that is induced by the rapid gelation of alginate. 44 To mitigate this issue, the droplet formation and gelation processes must be separated in time, which can be accomplished using one of three general strategies: internal gelation, external gelation, and coalescenceinduced gelation. 45 The most representative works have been reported as well as summarized by Kumacheva and coworkers. 26, [46] [47] [48] [49] In the internal gelation approach, a precursor polymer solution is mixed with an initiator or crosslinking agent, which is subsequently activated upon contact with a compound in the continuous phase, thereby triggering gelation. 48, 50 In one study by Tan et al., droplets were formed using a dispersed phase composed of an alginate solution containing cells and CaCO 3 nanoparticles as well as a continuous phase comprising oil with acetic acid. 44 As acetic acid diffused into the droplet, the acidity of the alginate solution increased, thereby 51 Also, instead of mixing acetic acid with the continuous oil phase, it can be directly added after droplet formation, thereby reducing the exposure time of cells under acidic conditions. For external gelation, the crosslinking agent and the alginate solution are initially physically separated. After droplets encapsulating the alginate solution are formed, they come into contact with another liquid that contains the crosslinking agent, which diffuses into the droplets and initiates gelation. Compared to internal gelation, this strategy enables control over the morphology of the resulting microgel through modulation of the amount of Ca 2+ ions that diffuse into the droplets. 26 Kim et al. co-flowed an alginate solution containing cells and another aqueous alginate solution through a microfluidic flow-focusing device, and generated droplets with a continuous phase comprising an oleic acid solution containing CaCl 2 . 52 The alginate solution gelled as CaCl 2 diffused into the droplets. In coalescence-induced gelation, droplets containing a precursor polymer solution and droplets encapsulating a crosslinking agent coalesce with each other one-by-one to form crosslinked microgels. 53 Therefore, the productivity of microgel formation depends on the probability of collisions between two separate droplets. 46 Using this technique, Liu et al. generated sodium alginate droplets and CaCl 2 droplets in two separate flow-focusing channels, which subsequently led to two circular expansion chambers where the two types of droplets collided and merged with one another, triggering gelation. 54 Hyaluronic acid (HA), a linear polysaccharide composed of alternating units of the disaccharide β-1,4-D-glucuronic acid-β-1,3-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, is a non-sulfated glycosaminoglycan that is found throughout the body in connective, epithelial, and neural tissues. 55 It plays an active role in wound repair, cellular signaling, morphogenesis, and organization of the ECM. 56 Additionally, HA interacts with cell-surface receptors to influence tissue organization, stimulates the production of collagen II and aggrecan, and promotes cell proliferation. 55 With excellent biocompatibility and nonimmunogenicity, the enzymatically degradable HA is a biologically relevant material for fabricating hydrogels. 57 HAbased hydrogels can be generated using a variety of gelation strategies, including photopolymerization, Michael addition, Schiff-base reaction, thermally induced crosslinking, and covalent crosslinking. 57, 58 Out of these methods, photopolymerization and Michael addition are the most frequently used strategies for producing HA hydrogels. For instance, the carboxylic acids on the HA backbone can easily be modified with methacrylic anhydride to form methacrylated HA, whose network properties can be controlled by varying the length of UV exposure, HA molecular weight, concentration, and number of reactive groups. 56, 59 Another study by Segura's group reported the assembly of hyaluronic acid-based building blocks, which were crosslinked via pseudo-Michael addition, into an injectable microporous scaffold that can be loaded with cells during scaffold formation. 60 Agarose is a neutral, bioinert polysaccharide comprising the polymers β-1,3-linked D-galactose and α-1,4-linked 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose in an alternating order. 18 The gelation of agarose is thermally reversible, as it maintains a liquid form at the physiological temperature of 37°C and gels upon cooling below 20°C , which is a result of the aggregation of double helices produced by the entanglement of anhydro bridges on each agarose molecule. Therefore, emulsification of agarose solutions is usually performed at temperatures above 37°C, and microgels are subsequently formed by cooling the droplets to below the gelation temperature. The mechanical properties of the resulting agarose microgels can be tuned by adjusting the agarose concentration. 61 Although agarose does not have active adsorption sites for proteins or adhesion sites for cells, cell adhesion proteins or collagen can be incorporated to promote attachment of anchorage-dependent cells. 62, 63 Dextrans, homopolysaccharides consisting mainly of α-1,6-linked D-glucopyranose residues, are synthesized by lactic acid bacteria. 64 Although they are highly hydrophilic and chemically similar to glycosaminoglycans, they are resistant to cell adhesion and protein adsorption. To ameliorate this issue, the abundant hydroxyl groups of dextran can be chemically modified to incorporate specific cell-binding sites. Dextranbased hydrogels can be generated by either physical or chemical crosslinking, but the more common approach is by photopolymerization of dextran that has been functionalized with polymerizable groups such as methacrylates. Chitosan, a linear polysaccharide consisting of β-1,4-linked D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units, is derived from the naturally occurring chitin and has a similar structure to glycosaminoglycans. 55 It has excellent biocompatibility, antibacterial properties, as well as low toxicity and immunostimulatory activities. 65 Furthermore, its hydrophilic nature supports cell adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. 64 Chitosan hydrogels can be formed through thermally induced or pH-triggered gelation and enzymatically degraded by lysozymes in vivo, 66 releasing harmless natural metabolites as degradation products. 67 It is often mixed with other polymers to improve its mechanical properties, and its amine groups enable the conjugation of biomolecules to control its biochemical properties. 67 Fan et al. used metal-free click chemistry to generate an oxanorbornadiene-functionalized chitosan and azido-functionalized hyaluronan composite hydrogel, whose crosslinking and resulting microstructure determine its characteristics such as equilibrium swelling, mechanical properties and degradation kinetics. 68 However, one particular disadvantage is that it is hard to obtain ultra-pure, medical-grade chitosan, so impurities such as allergens may affect its rate of de-polymerization and biological activity. 69 
Proteins
Proteins are attractive materials for generating cell-laden microgels because their chemical properties and fibrous structure closely mimic those of the extracellular matrix, thereby providing a confined microenvironment that promotes the adherence, growth, migration, and differentiation of the encapsulated cells. 70 Here, we provide a brief overview of several frequently used proteins, including collagen, fibrin, and gelatin. Collagen, the most abundant protein in the human body that helps maintain structural integrity, consists of repeating (Gly-X-Y) n units that form left-handed helical α-chains, which pack together to form triple helices that are stabilized by specific covalent crosslinks between neighboring collagen molecules. 64 Of the numerous forms of collagen, type I collagen is the most commonly used due to its abundance, good biodegradability, low antigenicity after removal of telopeptides, and cell-binding ability. 71, 72 Collagen has frequently been used as an ECM substrate in applications such as bioartificial liver studies. [73] [74] [75] However, extended application of collagen as a robust material for tissue regeneration has been hampered by its rapid degradation rate and hence weak mechanical strength. Increasing the collagen concentration will result in a modest increase in strength, but will also restrict cell migration and nutrient diffusion. 76 Glutaraldehyde crosslinking has been explored to enhance the mechanical properties of collagen-based gels, but it can cause cytotoxicity and biocompatibility issues. 64 Another strategy is to generate collagen-containing composite hydrogels, often accomplished by incorporating photocrosslinkable hyaluronic acid into collagen gels, to increase the elastic modulus and mechanical strength. 77 Another issue with collagen is that its polymerization mechanism is thermally driven and thus requires exposure to elevated temperatures for at least 30 minutes to ensure complete gelation. 78 Thus, an additional incubation step is often required after microfluidic synthesis of collagen-containing emulsion droplets. 79 Fibrin, an important ECM component that regulates wound healing, is polymerized from a precursor plasma protein called fibrinogen. Upon vascular injury, the enzyme thrombin is released and cleaves peptide fragments from soluble fibrinogen to generate insoluble fibrin peptides that form fibrils, which eventually assemble into a fibrin network that is crosslinked upon addition of the transglutaminase Factor XIII. 80 The clotting time is the main factor in determining the characteristics of the resulting microstructure such as fiber size and porosity. 80 For instance, higher thrombin concentration leads to more rapid gelation, resulting in a tighter network structure with smaller pore sizes. Since thrombin has a Na + binding site that controls its activation kinetics, 81 addition of sodium chloride can increase the gelation time to several minutes. 82 In addition to fibrin's excellent biocompatibility, cell adhesiveness, and biodegradability, the mechanical properties of fibrin hydrogels can be tuned by varying the initial concentrations of fibrinogen and thrombin. One of the main advantages of fibrin is that it forms a provisional matrix, which serves as a temporary scaffold that promotes the invasion of leukocytes and endothelial cells until the diseased tissue is completely regenerated. 82 This means that fibrin clots are naturally designed with appropriate cell-mediated degradation kinetics to balance the rate of tissue regeneration and matrix remodeling, which is hard to achieve with synthetic materials or even other more permanent natural polymers in the ECM. Gelatin, the denatured form of collagen, comprises a variety of amino acids such as glycine and proline. 18 Bioactive and cell-adhesive motifs in gelatin promote cell attachment and proliferation, while matrix metalloprotease (MMP)-sensitive degradation sites enable gelatin-containing microgels to be easily degraded to release the encapsulated cells. 7, 83 Furthermore, gelatin is cytocompatible and shows lower antigenicity compared to collagen. 84 At room temperature, gelatin solidifies due to its extensive physical bonds. However, it liquefies upon heating to above the physiological temperature of 37°C, making it impractical to use gelatin directly as an injectable in situ curable gel. Although chemical crosslinking agents such as glutaraldehyde can be used to strengthen the mechanical properties of gelatin, they can lead to cytotoxicity. 85 As a more cell-friendly alternative, methacrylate groups can be incorporated into the amine-containing side groups of gelatin, rendering the gel photocrosslinkable via activation of a photoinitiator. 86 An additional advantage of this strategy is that the mechanical and chemical properties of the gel can be tuned by adjusting parameters in the methacrylation and photocrosslinking processes.
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Synthetic polymers
Synthetic polymers have emerged as attractive alternative scaffold materials to naturally derived ECM proteins, which are limited by their immunogenicity and poor mechanical properties. 89 Compared to natural materials, pure synthetic polymers have lower risks of toxicity, immunogenicity, and infection. 64 Additional advantages of synthetic polymers include their ability to be photopolymerized, tunable mechanical properties, and facile manipulation of the scaffold structure, chemical composition, and degradability. 90 However, synthetic polymers lack critical biological functions that bioactive natural materials possess, including cell adhesion and biodegradation, but this can easily be compensated for by functionalizing them with bioactive molecules such as celladhesive peptides and enzyme-sensitive peptides. Here, we introduce two common synthetic polymers, polyĲethylene glycol) (PEG) and Pluronic, whose chemical structures are shown in Fig. 2B . PEG is an FDA-approved hydrophilic polymer comprising a PEG diol with two hydroxyl end groups, which can be converted into other functional groups to generate hydrogels with different chemical properties. 89 Although PEG is biocompatible and non-immunogenic, it has poor degradability and is resistant to cell adhesion and protein adsorption. 5 In order to improve its degradability, enzyme-sensitive peptide sequences can be incorporated into PEG hydrogels to make the degradation process responsive to cellular signals and cell-secreted enzymes. 89 Likewise, addition of adhesive proteins such as fibronectin introduces proteolytic and cell adhesion sites into the resulting gel. There are three general crosslinking strategies for fabricating PEG hydrogels: radiation of PEG polymers, free radical polymerization of PEG acrylates, and chemical reactions such as Michael addition and enzymatic reactions. 89 Out of these strategies, the most commonly used is photopolymerization, which has the advantage of inducing in situ gelation of a PEG macromer solution at physiological temperature and pH. 89 Moreover, with a careful choice of photoinitiator chemistry and concentration as well as light intensity, cell exposure to radicals can be minimized, making the gelation process more cellfriendly. Pluronic, a commercial surfactant comprising the triblock copolymer polyĲethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-b-ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), has been used as an injectable thermosensitive hydrogel. 91 Above the critical micellization concentration, the amphiphilic copolymer blocks can form micelles in water, which become entangled with one another upon heating, thereby leading to gelation. 91, 92 For instance, an aqueous solution of Pluronic F127 copolymer (>20 w/v%) can be gelled in situ when heated to body temperature. Although Pluronic has demonstrated excellent biocompatibility both in vitro and in vivo, Pluronic hydrogels suffer from rapid erosion at the injection site, non-biodegradability, and poor mechanical properties. [92] [93] [94] [95] Nevertheless, its biodegradability can be improved by linking ester, urea, or carbonate bonds to the copolymers. 96, 97 Furthermore, other crosslinking strategies, such as photopolymerization and Michael addition, can be used to improve the stability and mechanical properties of Pluronic gels. 91 
Design of microfluidic device for microgel generation
In order to generate microgels with the desired size, geometry, or biochemical and mechanical properties, microfluidic devices must be carefully designed with appropriate dimensions as well as features for manipulating the spatial organization of the constituent cells. Here, we briefly explain how general microfluidic devices can be used to fabricate microgels, and provide schematics of typical designs.
Microfluidic devices
4.1.1 PDMS-based microfluidic devices.
PolyĲdimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is one of the most widely used materials for fabricating microfluidic devices. 98 Several features make it an attractive material for prototyping, including its low cost, optical transparency, and biocompatibility. 99 Additionally, with the development of soft lithography for PDMS, not only has the prototyping process been greatly simplified such that new concepts can easily be tested in PDMS-based devices, but also more complicated devices could be designed with components such as pneumatically activated valves. These valves can restrict fluid movement through pressurization and deflection of an adjacent channel, which is only made possible by the elastomeric nature of PDMS and cannot be accomplished using rigid materials such as silicon or glass.
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A common PDMS device design for microgel generation is based on the flow-focusing geometry (Fig. 3A) , in which a dispersed liquid phase flows through the middle channel and a second immiscible continuous liquid phase flows through the two outer channels. 101 Typically in this design, the dispersed phase contains a gel solution mixed with cells while the continuous phase comprises a stream of immiscible oil that exerts a shear force on and focuses the dispersed phase through a narrow cross-junction, resulting in the periodic break-up of the dispersed phase and formation of gelencapsulated emulsion droplets. The main advantage of this design is that the number of encapsulated cells per droplet and the droplet diameter can be controlled simply by tuning the gel and oil flow rates. Since a droplet production rate of 1 kHz per device can easily be achieved, 10 parallelization of a large number of devices may facilitate the scale-up of microfluidic fabrication of microgels. Although the flow-focusing configuration is a reliable method for producing monodisperse spherical microgels, it is not amenable to producing gels with other geometries, which could serve as important tissue constructs that mimic the natural tissue architecture. For instance, in a hepatic lobule, which is the basic unit of liver tissue, hepatocytes are arranged in a cord-like structure surrounded by endothelial cells in a sinusoidal distribution. 102 The complex spatial patterning of this tissue architecture can be recreated using PDMS devices with pneumatically actuated microvalves (Fig. 3B) , which can be selectively manipulated to precisely control fluid movement within the microchannels. During device operation, flexible membranes are deflected outwards upon application of air pressure, and effectively serve as micro-molding barriers that keep the precursor polymer solution in a desired geometric configuration until the gelation process is completed. By sequentially actuating these microvalves, additional layers with complex patterns can be added successively, forming a biomimetic microgel. Despite the versatility that this technology affords, its fabrication process can be tedious as it requires multilayer soft lithography to build the valve system. 4.1.2 Capillary microfluidic devices. Aside from commonly used PDMS-based devices, capillary microfluidic devices offer an alternative method of generating highly monodisperse emulsion droplets with controllable sizes. Capillary microfluidic devices are fabricated by coaxially aligning circular and square glass capillaries on glass slides. 103 First, a square capillary is securely attached to a glass slide. Next, a cylindrical capillary, usually with an outer diameter of 1-2 mm, is tapered to create an orifice, simply by heating and then pulling the capillary with a micropipette puller. The size of the resulting orifice represents the inner diameter of the circular capillary, which can be further adjusted with a microforge to precisely define the diameter of the injection nozzle for the inner disperse phase. 7 To ensure accurate coaxial alignment of both capillaries, the outer diameter of the circular capillary must match the inner dimensions of the square capillary, which allows the tapered circular capillary to be slid into the square capillary to form the microfluidic device. By adjusting the geometric configuration of this setup, two different methods for droplet generation can be achieved using capillary microfluidics. The first method utilizes a coflow geometry (Fig. 3C) , in which two fluids injected through the circular and square capillaries flow in the same direction to generate coaxial flow. In contrast to the co-flow configuration, the flow-focusing geometry involves the injection of two fluids from opposite ends of the same square capillary (Fig. 3D) , which allows the inner fluid to be hydrodynamically flow-focused as it is forced through the capillary orifice by the outer fluid. Both methods can produce monodisperse emulsion droplets upon extrusion of the inner fluid from the capillary orifice under low rates of fluid flow. However, if either flow rate exceeds a certain threshold, a jet will form in which the inner fluid travels in a long stream before droplets are generated downstream, leading to greater variation in droplet size. Compared to the co-flow configuration, the flow-focusing setup is better suited for generating small monodisperse droplets that contain particulate suspensions in the inner phase, which could otherwise accumulate and block the capillary orifice in the co-flow configuration.
The adoption of glass as a constituent material, as well as their geometric configuration, provides capillary microfluidic devices with several advantages. First, the compatibility of glass with common organic solvents extends the range of applications in which these devices can be used, such as chemical and material syntheses. 98 Second, the wettability of capillary devices can be precisely controlled by treating the inner wall with a surface modifier. For instance, treatment with n-octadecyltrimethoxysilane makes the capillary wall hydrophobic while treatment with 2-[methoxyĲpolyethyleneoxy)-propyl]trimethoxysilane makes the wall hydrophilic. 104 Finally, the coaxial assembly of glass capillaries allows these devices to generate truly three-dimensional fluid flow, which robustly confines sample flow to a streamline at the center of the capillaries, enabling precise control over the size and uniformity of the emulsion droplets.
Size control
Precise regulation of the size and size distribution of microgels is essential to the preparation of cell-laden microgels for various applications in tissue regeneration. The diameter of the microgel must be controlled within a certain range to maintain a microenvironment that promotes high cell viability and proliferation. For instance, if the diameter of the resulting microgel were to fall below 60 μm, there may not be a sufficient number of encapsulated cells to promote cell contact and proliferation. 103 Conversely, the microgel should not exceed 200 μm in diameter so that oxygen can be readily exchanged across the gel to maintain long-term cell survival. 105 Furthermore, a narrow size distribution of cell-laden microgels is desired in applications such as the co-culture of multiple cell types and the study of the role of cell confinement and intercellular distance in influencing cell fate, which require accurate control over the average number of cells in each microgel. Bulk emulsification techniques, which often utilize some form of mechanical agitation, suffer from a lack of control over the size distribution of the microdroplets. 106, 107 In contrast, microfluidic methods offer enhanced control over the droplet size and significantly reduce the size distribution of the microdroplets. [108] [109] [110] As a result, microfluidics provides a facile method for modulating the gel size and controlling the size distribution within a narrow range. A common strategy for selectively tuning the droplet diameter is to vary the flow rate ratio between the dispersed and continuous phases. For a specific device geometry and combination of input liquids, increasing this ratio leads to larger droplet diameters. Stable and accurate droplet formation using this method requires the maintenance of a constant pressure difference between the aqueous liquid and oil channels throughout the entire microfluidic fabrication process, which can easily be achieved using syringe pumps. 111 A more robust alternative strategy is to adjust the dimensions of the input microchannels. For instance, increasing the width of the channels enables the formation of droplets with larger diameters.
Strategy for cell deposition
Microfluidic microgels can be classified into two general categories based on the spatial deposition of the cells. Depending on the specific application, cells can be encapsulated within the microgel or grown on the surface of the gel (Fig. 4) . Here, we explain why one strategy may be preferred over the other.
In the microgel
True recapitulation of the native cellular microenvironment requires a 3D matrix with distinct physicochemical properties. Although macroscale 3D culture systems have been used as alternatives to conventional monolayer cultures, they are not feasible for long-term cell culture due to a maximum oxygen diffusion limit of 200 μm. 112 Therefore, cell-laden microgels with diameters between 100 and 400 μm have been fabricated to ensure that the encapsulated cells stay safely within oxygen diffusion constraints. Additionally, important factors that influence the behavior of cells in the microenvironment, such as extracellular matrix components, soluble biomolecular signals, and biophysical cues, can be incorporated into the microgels to provide the cells with more physiologically relevant microenvironments.
Since cells are often pre-mixed with a precursor solution before emulsification, the fabrication process must be cytocompatible, which limits the number of appropriate materials and gelation methods that can be used. For instance, if the temperature required for gelation exceeds that of physiological conditions or if the crosslinking agent and dropletforming oil contain cytotoxic components, then cell viability could be compromised. Nevertheless, this strategy is particularly useful for in vivo applications in which cell-laden microgels can provide a minimally invasive means of delivery to a localized wound area as well as protect the cells from the host immune response and external stress during injection.
On the microgel
Culturing cells on the microgel surface provides an alternative method of in vitro cell culture that possesses several advantages over conventional monolayer culture. First, due to the significantly higher surface-to-volume ratio of microgels, a greater number of cells can be cultured with smaller volumes of culture media. 113 Second, compared to those of plastic or glass surfaces, the mechanical and chemical properties of microgels can be tailored to replicate physiological conditions more faithfully. Third, cell-seeded microgels can be directly used as injectable tissue constructs, whereas multiple extra steps are required to collect monolayer-cultured cells and attach them onto microgels for subsequent injection into the body. As described in the previous section, cell encapsulation within microgels enables a more accurate 3D recapitulation of the native microenvironment compared to 2D strategies. Despite this, there are several reasons why cell culture on the 2D surface of microgels would be preferred instead. First, cells grown inside microgels are restricted within the inner space of the gel, thereby limiting the ability of the cells to proliferate. 113 In contrast, cells grown on the surface are not tightly confined, enabling them to proliferate more quickly so that a greater number of cells can be collected within a shorter amount of time. Second, detachment and collection of cells growing on the microgel surface are much easier than extracting cells encapsulated within the microgel, which often requires enzymatic or thermally mediated degradation.
Finally, compared to cell-encapsulated microgels, these microgels can be generated prior to cell adherence to the surface, thereby offering more flexibility in the type of precursor solution and gelation conditions. 
The advantages of microfluidic microgel compared with conventional hydrogel
Conventional hydrogels, characterized by their high water content and broad range of physical properties, can be engineered in shape, size, and form to mimic the extracellular environment of natural tissue. Due to their mechanical and chemical versatility, hydrogels have found applications in medicine as soft contact lenses, 114 adhesives for wound closure, 14 biosensors, 115 etc. However, applications in stem cell research, cell therapy, and tissue engineering demand additional features from hydrogels such as compatibility with cells and biomimicry of the native extracellular matrix. 11 To maintain high cell viability, there must be effective oxygen and nutrient transfer, which is largely dictated by the size of the hydrogel. Furthermore, since the properties and functions of cells are influenced by the distance between cells as well as their structural arrangement, the size and size distribution of the hydrogel must be strictly controlled. 116 While conventional suspension polymerization, spraying, and precipitation techniques do not provide sufficient control over the dimensions of the generated particles, microfluidic methods offer facile control over the size, size distribution, shape, and morphology of the resulting particles, making them particularly useful for the generation of microgels with polydispersities of under 2-3%. 26, 109, 117, 118 Since encapsulated cells require steady diffusion of nutrients and oxygen into the gel and waste products out of the gel, the large size of hydrogels, which typically ranges from 500 to 1000 μm, makes it difficult to support efficient transport for cells in the inner core, thereby leading to reduced cell viability. In contrast, the size of microfluidic microgels can be effectively controlled within the ideal range of 60 to 200 μm, which helps maintain high cell viability due to the microgels' significantly greater surface-to-volume ratio that enhances nutrient and waste exchange. In addition to the gel size, uniformity in size distribution is another important criterion to consider, especially for applications in directed-assembly tissue engineering, where building blocks composed of cell-laden gels are arranged in a desired geometry with specific shape and size to mimic functional tissue units. 119 Since the size of stem cell aggregates can influence the differentiation of cells into specific lineages, 120 cell-laden gels should ideally be monodisperse to produce uniform aggregates that differentiate into the same lineage. Otherwise, biomimetic tissue units assembled from building blocks with heterogeneous cell populations could result in poor functionality.
Cell-laden microfluidic microgels for tissue regeneration
Microfluidic technologies have been employed to generate cell-laden microgels with varying properties and geometries for use in a range of tissue engineering applications. Here, we overview the latest representative works that exploit the advantages of cell-laden microfluidic microgels for tissue regeneration, and provide a brief summary in Table 3 .
Cell encapsulation for 3D cell culture
One of the most frequent applications of microgels is the encapsulation of cells for in vitro cell culture and expansion. 104, [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] Since a 3D microenvironment more faithfully mimics the cell's native niche, physicochemically well-defined 3D matrices are preferred for in vitro cell culture. Micron-sized hydrogels are attractive candidates because they not only promote the exchange of nutrients and metabolic waste during cell growth and tissue development but also enable the tuning of physical and chemical properties of the gel. Furthermore, combined with microfluidic technologies, monodisperse cell-laden microgels with tailored properties can be generated to serve as 3D culturing units for studying how various microenvironmental properties and cues affect cell fate. Additionally, parallelization and automation of microfluidic systems enable high-throughput screening of microgel properties, which will facilitate the discovery of in vitro conditions that more closely mimic those of the in vivo microenvironment. Readers are referred to many excellent reviews on cell encapsulation within microfluidicsgenerated microgels for 3D cell culture. 12, 18, 26, 45, 119, [132] [133] [134] [135] We will instead focus on other applications of cell-laden microfluidic microgels in tissue regeneration.
Controlled microenvironment for stem cell differentiation
Stem cells, which can renew themselves and differentiate into specialized cell types, play a major role in the regeneration of tissues and restoration of tissue functions. [136] [137] [138] Due to the ability of murine embryonic stem (ES) cells to differentiate into any type of cell in the adult body, many differentiation protocols have been developed for differentiating ES cells into adult tissues for tissue engineering. [139] [140] [141] However, it is often difficult to control the tightly regulated microenvironmental factors that induce specific differentiation pathways when large quantities of stem cell-derived tissue constructs are needed. Thus, a scalable strategy for tailoring the stem cell microenvironment with important growth factors is required. Microfluidics, a large-scale bioprocessing technique, shows great promise as it not only facilitates rapid nutrient and waste exchange but also reduces hydrodynamic stresses from stirring during suspension culture of stem cells. 142 Moreover, compared with monolayer cultures, the expansion and differentiation of encapsulated stem cells can be accomplished efficiently in a one-step process in microfluidic microgels. 135 Furthermore, the monodispersity of microfluidic droplets is particularly important in microscale tissue engineering, in which the spheroid size influences the stem cell behavior and differentiation potential. 143, 144 Microfluidic double emulsion (DE) droplets provide welldefined, uniform, and compartmentalized microenvironments for cell culture, with the oil shell serving as a selective barrier that enables an influx of nutrients, oxygen, and small molecules from the external environment while retaining biomacromolecules in the inner core. 145 In our recent work, we used microfluidic DEs as miniature bioreactors to rapidly generate human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC) spheroids, which were subsequently encapsulated in alginate-RGD microgels and demonstrated enhanced osteogenic differentiation (Fig. 5A) . 146 Compared to previous water-in-oil (W/O) single-emulsion cultures, this platform enhances the viability of encapsulated cells by introducing an additional outer aqueous phase into the external oil phase, which has been shown to be incompatible for long-term cell culture. 147 Moreover, by varying the cell density during the encapsulation process, the size of the spheroid can be precisely controlled. This is important because small spheroids lead to more homogeneous chondrogenic differentiation while larger spheroids form more heterogeneous tissues. 148 For instance, average spheroid sizes of 36, 46, 62, and 84 μm can be obtained with densities of 2, 5, 10, and 20 million cells per mL in 200 μm DE droplets (Fig. 5B) . Additionally, one of the greatest advantages of this system is that it only takes 150 min for the encapsulated cells to aggregate into spheroids (Fig. 5C ), whereas other technologies require approximately 1 to 4 days. [149] [150] [151] [152] For microgel fabrication, hMSCs suspended in an alginate-RGD solution were used as the inner phase during DE formation. Upon successful cell aggregation, the spheroids were released into a solution containing calcium ions, which induced rapid crosslinking of alginate molecules and subsequent formation of microgels. Assessment of the osteogenic differentiation of hMSC spheroids encapsulated in alginate-RGD microgels showed that they contained greater quantities of calcium deposits and higher alkaline phosphatase activity after seven days in culture (Fig. 5D ), suggesting that spheroid behavior can be controlled by modulating its microenvironment using this system.
Previously, there has not been any growth factorcontaining microgel used for ES cell differentiation. To explore this possibility, Siltanen et al. generated bioactive microgels (120 μm) composed of heparin and PEG, and incorporated the growth factors FGF-2 and Nodal to enhance the differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) toward a definitive endoderm. 10 Heparin-methacrylate and PEG-diacrylate macromers were mixed with 8-arm PEG-thiol inside the microchannels and emulsion droplets were produced at rates of up to ∼1 kHz, with gelation occurring via Michael addition (Fig. 6A-C) . This crosslinking strategy has the benefits of being specific, cytocompatible, and independent from free radicals. To test the ability of the microgels to enhance endodermal differentiation, undifferentiated mESCs were encapsulated in the microgels and supplemented with FGF-2 and Nodal/Activin by following a definitive endoderm differentiation protocol. The mESCs showed >95% viability two hours after encapsulation ( Fig. 6D-a) , and formed mESC spheroids that expanded in size and broke free from the microgels (Fig. 6D-b) . After 5 days of culture, data from qRT-PCR indicated that mESCs encapsulated in the microgels and subjected to a one-time dose of FGF-2 and Nodal expressed a 33-and 65-fold increase in the endoderm markers FoxA2 and Sox17, respectively, compared to undifferentiated mESCs (Fig. 6E) . In contrast, cells cultured in monolayers (control) on fibronectin with continuous FGF-2/Nodal supplementation, 3D spheroids cultured on a matrigel, and mESCs encapsulated in microgels without FGF-2 or Nodal expressed 2-and 5-fold, 10-and 11-fold, and 3-and 7-fold increases in FoxA2 and Sox17, respectively (Fig. 6E) . These results indicate that, compared to standard 2D or 3D differentiation procedures Co-culture of hepatocyte-EPC composite spheroids (∼80 μm) in alginate-collagen microgels for enhancing hepatocellular functions with continuous growth factor supplementation, encapsulation of mESCs in heparin microgels provides a well-defined, definitive endoderm-inducing microenvironment where a one-time dose of growth factors was sufficient to induce significantly higher expression levels of endoderm markers.
Co-culture systems as 3D organ models
Tissues are three-dimensional structures composed of a multitude of cells that are surrounded and separated by extracellular matrices. 153 The spatial organization of a cell determines how it interacts with other cells, which subsequently effects the transmission of molecular signals involved in cell movement and formation of boundaries in tissues. As a result, tissue functions are affected by a variety of cues such as intercellular signaling and interaction between cells and their surrounding extracellular matrices. 154, 155 Therefore, in order to fabricate artificial tissues that more realistically mimic the in vivo microenvironment, methods that can spatially pattern multiple types of cells embedded in biocompatible extracellular matrices are needed.
Chen et al. used droplet-based microfluidics to controllably assemble 3D core-shell microgel scaffolds comprising a hepatocyte-filled aqueous core and a fibroblastladen alginate shell. 21 A PDMS flow-focusing device was used to generate water-water-oil (W/W/O) DEs with four phases: an inner phase consisting of hepatocytes (HepG2 cells) in a cell culture medium, a middle phase composed of fibroblasts (NIH-3T3 cells) mixed with alginate solution and Ca-EDTA, an outer phase made up of oil, and an additional oil phase containing 0.15% acetic acid that triggers Ca 2+ release from the Ca-EDTA complex to form a crosslinked alginate network ( Fig. 7A and B) . The mechanical strength and portability of the microgels enable them to be stored at −80°C, thawed at 37°C, and then cultured again without damaging the structure or significantly reducing the viability of the cells (Fig. 7C-a) . Moreover, the alginate microgels (169 μm in diameter) are well-suited for long-term culture as their high permeability facilitates nutrient and metabolite exchange. An additional benefit of using unmodified alginate is that it deters cell attachment and prevents migration of the fibroblasts. Maintaining spatial separation between the hepatocytes and fibroblasts is of particular importance as random co-cultures of these two types of cells will result in lower liver-specific functions due to an imbalance between homotypic and heterotypic cell-cell interactions. 156 To assess the enhancement of liver-specific functions of the core-shell spheroid, two microgel samples were cultured using the same amount of hepatocytes in the core, one with and the other without fibroblasts in the shell (Fig. 7C-b, c) . Compared to their monotypic counterpart, the co-cultured spheroids demonstrated increased albumin secretion and urea synthesis (Fig. 7D) , which are two major biomarkers of the liver used in drug screening. 157 These results suggest that this 3D coreshell microgel scaffold is a good in vitro liver model and may be applied to rapid drug screening. Although shear-induced droplet formation, employed by microfluidic technologies such as flow-focusing and T-junction devices, can produce monodisperse spherical cell- laden microgels, it does not support the formation of other shapes, which could provide additional insight into the relationship between ECMs and cell fate and behavior. 158 An alternative approach called pneumatic-aided micro-molding (PAM) makes it possible to not only generate cell-laden microgels with precisely controlled sizes and well-defined geometries but also fabricate single and multiple microchannels in the microgels using various combinations of hydrogels and homogeneous or heterogeneous cell types. 9 The central components of PAM are pre-designed pneumatic microvalves integrated into PDMS microfluidic devices using multilayer soft lithography, which enables precise manipulation of fluid and micron-sized objects. The basic operating principle is as follows (Fig. 8A) : cells are first pre-mixed with a hydrogel precursor solution and loaded into the chamber of the device; then an array of microvalves is activated by external gas pressure, during which the PDMS membrane of the valves deflect outwards to form a 3D physical barrier that serves as a micro-mold to restrict the cell-hydrogel mixture; after gelation through polymerization, the microgels (200 μm thick) are recovered by deactivating the microvalves to release the barrier. Based on this principle, a two-step PAM configuration consisting of an inner ring-shaped and an outer U-shaped microvalve enables precise manipulation of heterogeneous cell types and ECM components in 3D (Fig. 8B) , which is essential for fabricating functional tissue constructs that can mimic the complex organization of in vivo tissue architectures. [159] [160] [161] As a proof of concept, two-step PAM was used to construct 3D liver lobule-like microtissue by aligning endothelial cells (HUVEC-C) along radially patterned hepatocytes (HepG2) to mimic the natural architecture of the liver lobule in which cords of hepatocytes radiate from a central vein and are separated by sinusoid-like endothelial cells (Fig. 8C-a-c) . Compared to 2D and 3D monolayer-cultured HepG2 cells, the liver lobule-like microtissues exhibited lower cell viability given the same treatment of acetaminophen (APAP), which causes hepatotoxicity upon overdose (Fig. 8C-d ). This result indicates that the HepG2 cells cultured in the microtissues were more sensitive to APAP toxicity, likely due to the microtissues' ability to better maintain heterotypic cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions, making the microtissues more reliable 3D tissue models for in vitro drug toxicity screening.
In our latest work, we developed a microfluidic DE droplet-based micro-encapsulation technology for coculturing hepatocytes and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) to form composite spheroids, which were subsequently encapsulated into alginate-collagen microgels and demonstrated enhanced hepatocellular functions. 162 DE droplets were generated using two PDMS flow-focusing devices, with the inner phase comprising a 5 : 1 mixture of hepatocytes and EPCs (HepEPCs) suspended in an alginate solution with an optimized 1 : 1 mixture of EPC (EGM-2) and hepatocyte culture media. Following spheroid formation after only 4 h in culture, the oil shell was removed and the inner phase was exposed to a calcium chloride solution, which induced polymerization and led to the formation of alginate microgels (Fig. 9A-a) . The resulting microgels were smaller than 200 μm and contained ∼80 μm encapsulated composite spheroids (Fig. 9A-b, c) , which is vital to maintaining cell viability as sizes greater than ∼150 μm will induce necrosis in the spheroid core. 163 Results showed that EPCs significantly improved hepatocyte functions, such as syntheses of albumin and urea, at a HepEPC co-culture ratio of 5 : 1 (Fig. 9B) . Further increases in EPC fraction led to reduced hepatocyte performance, suggesting that this synergistic effect is only manifested at certain co-culture ratios. To examine whether conducive matrix cues would further enhance the synergistic effect, collagen I-a matrix substrate that helps maintain hepatocellular functions-was added to the gelation solution to form alginate-collagen (Alg-col) microgels. As a result, the amount of cumulative albumin synthesized was significantly higher in the HepEPC-in-Alg-col group than those in the Hep-in-Alg-col and HepEPC-in-Alg groups (Fig. 9C ), indicating that matrix cues provide additional support to enhance the functions of hepatocytes in co-culture. Overall, this DE micro-encapsulation system offers several advantages over existing technologies. First, production of ∼80 μm spheroids is difficult to achieve using existing methods, which usually generate microgels with sizes of around 500-1000 μm, 164 presenting a diffusion barrier to the detoxification process of many bioartificial livers in clinical trials. 165 Second, this method enables the production of microgels containing single spheroids and prevents the formation and fusion of multiple spheroids within the same gel, which could ultimately lead to spheroid sizes that are greater than the 150 μm limit for ensuring high cell viability. Finally, while other strategies require the generation of spheroids before micro-encapsulation, the DE technology enables facile one-step generation of microgel-encapsulated hepatocyte spheroids with tunable biochemical and mechanical properties.
Bone/cartilage regeneration
Stem cell transplantation is a promising strategy for treating bone and cartilage injuries. Although direct injection provides a minimally invasive method for delivering cells to the repair site, it is limited by low cell retention and engraftment, which may be attributed to mechanical shear forces that damage the cell membrane during the injection process. 166 To overcome this limitation, stem cells have been suspended in hydrogels that can be injected and solidified in situ. However, these hydrogels suffer from insufficient oxygen and nutrient exchange due to the large size of the bone defects, which impedes bone regeneration. 167 Alternatively, microgels not only maintain cell viability by facilitating efficient nutrient and waste exchange but also protect the scaffold from shear stress during injection. Due to the controlled sizes, monodispersity, and high encapsulation efficiency of microfluidic microgels, they have been used to encapsulate cells for bone/cartilage regeneration applications. Weitz's group engineered methacrylated gelatin (Gel-MA) microgels encapsulating bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) and the osteogenic growth factor, bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2), that may serve as injectable tissue constructs for enhancing bone formation and ossification. 7 A capillary flow-focusing microfluidic device was used to generate the microgels, with the dispersed phase consisting of Gel-MA supplemented with the photoinitiator 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone, BMSCs, and BMP-2, and the continuous phase comprising the perfluorinated oil HFE-7500. The size of the W/O emulsions was controlled by adjusting the flow rate of each of the two phases. After collection, the W/O emulsions were exposed to UV light (365 nm) for 20 s and polymerized into microgels that were approximately 160 μm in diameter. Adherent cells readily spread inside the microgels, and there were a large number of BMSCs that migrated from the interior of the microgel to the surface after 4 weeks of culture, indicating that the BMSCs were actively involved in the regeneration process. Cells released from the microgels demonstrated similar viability and morphology to those directly grown on tissue culture plastic. There was an early reduction in alkaline phosphatase activity, which usually signals the differentiation of BMSCs into osteoblasts. Meanwhile, the percentage of calcium deposits within the microgels increased to almost 70% after 4 weeks of culture, demonstrating the in vivo osteogenic potential of the BMSC-laden microgels. Moreover, the Gel-MA microgels demonstrated a prolonged release of BMP-2 that lasted for 1 week, which is advantageous for repairing bone defects as it promotes bone formation and ossification longer than most hydrogels do. In a model of rabbit femoral defects, Gel-MA microgels delivering both BMSCs and BMP-2 induced the most extensive in vivo bone formation and hence the highest therapeutic efficacy out of the three groups: microgels loaded with BMSCs, with and without BMP-2, and the control group of microgels alone.
Microgel scaffold for wound healing
Injectable materials have been developed as a minimally invasive means of implanting stem cells into wound sites for regenerating healthy tissue. 168 The efficacy of these materials in promoting tissue regeneration depends on how closely coupled the rates of material degradation and tissue development are, so that newly forming tissues can gradually replace the materials at a similar rate. 55 For example, if the degradation rate of the material is too fast, an insufficient amount of scaffolding will hamper tissue ingrowth. In contrast, a rate too slow may promote fibrosis and lead to improper tissue development. 169 Hydrogels, whose degradation rates can easily be tuned by modulating the density of the crosslinked network as well as the polymeric backbone, have been widely used as injectable scaffold materials. [170] [171] [172] [173] However, this approach relies on material degradation prior to tissue integration, which may not be suitably applied in different degradation environments. A more robust strategy-the building-block approach-uses microgels to form scaffolds by assembling them into interconnected lattices with micron-sized pores, thereby eliminating the need to tune the degradation rate of the material for different wound sites, which possess varying physical and chemical characteristics.
Khademhosseini's group cultured cardiac side population (CSP) cells on the surface of Gel-MA microgels, and coated the cell-seeded microgels with an additional layer of silica hydrogel to protect the cells against external stress during injection procedures. 113 The Gel-MA microgels were fabricated using a PDMS-based microfluidic flow-focusing device, with the dispersed aqueous phase consisting of Gel-MA and a photoinitiator, and the continuous oil phase consisting of mineral oil supplemented with a surfactant (Fig. 10A) . As the droplets exited the outlet of the device and passed through plastic connection tubing, they were polymerized in situ under 850 mW UV light for 5 min. The elastic modulus of the resulting microgels, as determined by AFM-assisted nano-indentation, was 1.87 kPa (±0.23), suggesting that they are capable of withstanding shear stress upon injection from a surgical syringe. CSP cells were cultured on Gel-MA microgels with a diameter of 100 μm, which provide sufficient surface area for multiple cell attachment while also being small enough in size to be injected through syringe needles ( Fig. 10B-a, b) . When the cell-laden microgels were placed in tissue culture plates, the cells migrated to the plastic surface and proliferated to cover the entire surface, demonstrating the ability of these microgel-cultured CSP cells to spread to the surrounding environment, which is a vital step following cell transplantation to target tissues in a wound site (Fig. 10B-c) . Lastly, the Gel-MA microgels were coated with a sol-gel-generated silica hydrogel (Fig. 10C) , which acts as a shell that protects the cells on the surface of the microgel from exposure to reactive oxidative species, mechanical stress during the injection process, and the host immune response, which are common external factors responsible for low post-transplantation cell viability. 174, 175 Upon exposure to an oxidative stress environment, the CSP cells protected by the silica hydrogel shell only showed an 8% decrease in viability, compared to a 50% decrease for CSP cells without the protective shell (Fig. 10D) , suggesting that the cellseeded microgels combined with a silica hydrogel shell are promising injectable tissue constructs for applications in wound healing. Griffin et al. fabricated microporous annealed particle (MAP) gels by using the activated enzyme Factor XIII (FXIIIa) to anneal microfluidics-generated microgel building blocks into a scaffold containing interconnected microporous networks. 176 The microgels were produced in a PDMS flowfocusing device, with the dispersed aqueous phase composed of a mixture of bioactive 4-arm PEG-vinyl sulphone (PEG-VS), a cell-adhesive peptide (RGD), transglutaminase peptide substrates (K and Q), and MMP-sensitive peptide sequences, and the continuous oil phase consisting of mineral oil supplemented with a surfactant. Serving as building blocks, the microgels were annealed to each other via FXIIIamediated non-canonical amide linkage between peptides K and Q (Fig. 11A ). Prior to scaffold annealing, the FXIIIasupplemented microgel mixture containing live cells can be injected into a wound site and solidify into the shape of the cavity (Fig. 11A-d) . After annealing of the MAP scaffolds, the cells began to spread and form extensive networks in vitro. A murine skin wound-healing model was used to test the ability of the MAP scaffolds to support in vivo cell migration and bulk tissue integration. After five days post-injection, 60% of the wound area remained in the group with MAP scaffolds compared to 100% for the non-porous control (Fig. 11B) , demonstrating that MAP scaffolds facilitate significantly more rapid wound closure. In a seven day in vivo woundhealing experiment on BALB/c mice, the MAP scaffolds contributed to 39% wound closure, compared to only 19% for the no-treatment control, 7% for the physically matched nonporous control, and 10% for non-annealing microgels, suggesting that microgel annealing is essential to rapid wound closure. Also, unannealed microporous gels fabricated using a porogen-based casting method led to 27% wound closure, indicating that micron-sized pores greatly facilitate wound healing in vivo. Furthermore, the interconnected network of micropores in the MAP scaffolds promoted bulk tissue integration, as evidenced by the co-localization of endothelial cells and pericytes in the scaffolds, which signals the development of a vascular network. In summary, MAP scaffolds have the following advantages: 1) their injectability enables them to completely fill wounds of any shape and size; 2) their microporosity facilitates rapid cellular invasion and network formation; 3) the modular nature of their assembly allows for the fabrication of microgel building blocks with a diverse range of chemical and physical properties that can be used for tissue regeneration in a wide range of physiological niches.
Potential applications of cell-laden microfluidic microgels in tissue regeneration
The advantages of microfluidics-generated cell-laden microgels, such as uniform size, could make it possible to overcome existing technical challenges in 3D bioprinting. Based on layer-by-layer deposition, 3D bioprinting offers great control over the spatial patterning of functional components. Using this technology, artificial tissues with functions that closely mimic those of native tissue can be generated by replicating the intricate interaction between cells and their microenvironment on the microscale. Tissue constructs can be assembled from building blocks composed of either a cellladen hydrogel precursor solution or cell-encapsulated microspheres.
Upon activation by thermal-, photo-or pH-mediated mechanisms, hydrogel solutions containing cells can be crosslinked in situ as they are injected through the orifice of the printing nozzle. 175 Although the small inner diameter of the nozzle allows for x-y resolutions of 50 μm or less, it causes a pressure build-up that could reach 20 psi or greater, 177, 178 which leads to substantial mechanical stress that damages the cells and reduces their physiological functions. Furthermore, since cells are prepared and dispersed in an aqueous precursor solution, there is a loss of cell-cell and cell-substrate contact during and after the printing process. A long period of culture, often a week or more, is required for the cells to degrade the hydrogels and gradually reform cell-cell junctions. As a result, cells that require stable cellcell and cell-substrate signaling may lose their functions and undergo cell de-differentiation or apoptosis. The microsphere building-block approach, in which the basic units are composed of cell spheroids or microspheres fully coated with cells, enables the generation of microspheres containing tens of thousands of cells. The microspheres are extruded through a large nozzle with an inner diameter of hundreds of microns, which significantly mitigates the amount of shear stress and leads to increased cell viability. 175 Moreover, cells on the microspheres have already formed stable cell-cell junctions and cell-substrate adhesion, so ECM proteins such as fibronectin, collagen, and laminin are deposited on the microspheres, 162 leading to improved cellular activity, viability, and tissue functions. An existing problem with using microspheres as building blocks for 3D bioprinting is the inability to produce homogeneous microspheres and cell spheroids. Variation in microsphere size results in non-uniform cell dispersion and leads to unstable tissue structures, as microspheres with different sizes will form unstable stacks that are prone to movement or shift, which reduces both the mechanical strength of the printed tissue and its spatial resolution. A promising alternative is microfluidic cell-laden microgels, whose monodispersity allows them to be closely packed into multiple layers, thereby forming a tissue construct that has good mechanical stability as well as homogeneous physicochemical properties. The ability of microfluidics to produce microgels with varying biochemical and mechanical properties, combined with 3D bioprinting's control over the spatial assembly of functional components, may facilitate the generation of macroscale biomimetic tissue constructs for organ transplantation or for in vitro drug testing.
Concluding remarks and future perspectives
Cell-laden scaffolds for tissue regeneration should possess good biocompatibility, controlled degradability, mechanical stability, uniform size, a conducive cellular microenvironment with appropriate biochemical and biophysical cues, and appropriate mass transport properties. Combined with a judicious selection of biomaterials, microfluidic technologies can be used to generate monodisperse cell-laden microgels with easily tunable sizes, biophysical properties, and biochemical cues. These microgels may serve as building blocks that can be assembled into mesoscale tissue structures with functions that closely mimic those of native tissue. However, several challenges must be overcome before clinical implementation of microfluidic microgels can be realized.
One of the foremost concerns is the scale-up demand of bio-manufacturing macroscale tissue assemblies. 179 For example, the average weight of an adult human liver is approximately 1.56 kg, 180 with around 139 million cells per gram of liver, 181 which means that nearly 220 billion cells in total would be required to regenerate an entire functional liver. Assuming that cell-laden microgels can be generated at a rate of ∼1 kHz, 10 and that the average encapsulation density is ∼25 cells per microgel, then non-stop microgel production from 100 microfluidic devices running in parallel for an entire day would be required to achieve such a feat. In a previous study by Nisisako et al., a mass-production module composed of 256 O/W emulsion-forming units was used to produce monodisperse acrylic microgels at a rate of ∼0.3 kg per hour, demonstrating scale-up potential. 110 However, for complex droplet-forming devices that demand highresolution spatial patterning of wettability, 182,183 more robust designs are needed to ensure controlled droplet formation during large-scale parallelization. A few groups have developed complex devices that obviate the need for localized surface modification of channel hydrophilicity, but they are limited either by low droplet production rates or by the types of emulsions that can be generated. 184, 185 Therefore, there is a need to develop devices that can support large-scale production of microgels with complex geometries, such as coreshell morphology.
Another issue impeding the application of cell-laden microgels in tissue implantation is the lack of proper vascularization. Biomimetic tissue constructs should be composed of precisely organized components in 3D so that different cell types, ECMs, and vasculatures can properly interact with each other to maintain normal tissue functions. 186 Out of these components, a well-perfused microvasculature is perhaps the most vital to the viability of the tissue construct, as cells need to be within 200 μm of a blood vessel, which facilitates efficient exchange of nutrients and waste as well as transport of growth factors and cellular signals. 187 Therefore, organized vascular networks must be incorporated into cell-laden microgels before they are injected into a defect site so that the regenerated tissue can readily integrate with the host vasculature. Proper vascularization requires precise spatial and temporal patterning of different cell types and chemical cues that control the vascular organization and remodeling processes. 188 Various methods have been demonstrated for fabricating vascular networks in hydrogels, such as using gelatin as a sacrificial material to form hollow channels 189 or using PDMS molds to form collagen-filled microchannels that are seeded with endothelial cells. 190 In order to reliably produce microgels with branched vascular networks, strategies need to be developed for adapting these techniques to a miniaturized microfluidic device and automating the series of steps that are involved in the fabrication process. The development of whole-organ decellularization techniques during the past decade may mitigate the vascularization dilemma and enable the fabrication of microfluidic microgels that can maximally recreate the complex architecture and functionality of native tissue. After removal of all cellular and immunogenic species, the remaining ECM of the decellularized organ not only retains relevant biological signals but also preserves the microarchitecture of the native tissue, including an intact vascular system that could easily integrate with the patient's circulatory system. 191, 192 Since the specific composition and organization of the ECM depend on the tissue source from which the ECM is derived, 193 the use of tissue-specific ECMs as scaffolds for tissue regeneration applications may result in biomimetic tissue constructs that better recapitulate the functions of the native tissue. Therefore, one can envision the incorporation of tissue-specific decellularized ECMs into a hydrogel precursor solution to produce microfluidic microgels that not only contain cells encapsulated within a physiologically relevant microenvironment but also promote the bulk integration of the vascular system with surrounding tissue. In concert with advances in tissue engineering and microfluidic technology, the clinical application of cell-laden microfluidic microgels for tissue regeneration sees a bright future.
